THE MOBILIFT CX

THE MOBILIFT CX
NOT FOR CONSTRUCTION

Portable Wheelchair Lift
MAIN SPECIFICATIONS______________________
Manufactured in:
Carrying Capacity:
Maximum Travel:
Typical lifting time:
Lift Speed:
Crank Force Required:
Crank Force Required:
Push Force Required:
Lift Weight:
Lift Height:
Lift Width:
Length:
Platform Size:
Bridge Ramp Size:
Bridge Ramp:
USA Compliance:
Australian Standards:

Canada
272kg. 1 person in a wheelchair or scooter
1524mm
20 seconds to maximum height of 1524mm
Typical speed 0.076m/sec
2.2kg to lift 70kg
5.0kg to lift 135kg
1.8kg on level ground to start a Mobilift moving
135kg
1675mm
955mm
1830mm (parked)
890mm x 1400mm
510mm x 815mm
Accommodates a large wheelchair or scooter
ADA compliant under sections 38.83, 38.95 and 38.125
NA. Independently accessed.

© 2011 by Aussie Lifts Pty Ltd. All Rights Reserved. This brochure is for information purposes only.
Information may change without notice. All dimensions and specifications are a guide only and must
NOT be used for construction purposes. All changes must be in compliance with the lift code and the
manufacturer reserves the right to approve or refuse any changes.

(07 3274 4211
Call Us - We're Here to Help
We have an unrivalled reputation
for after-sales care and customer
service. Call us and one of our
friendly lift specialists will gladly
answer all your questions.

Aussie Lifts Pty Ltd
12 Achievement Crescent
Acacia Ridge QLD 4110
Tel (07) 3274 4211
info@aussielifts.com.au
www.aussielifts.com.au
A.B.N # 92 516 686 505
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“The Mobilift CX is a multipurpose, portable
wheelchair lift that provides disabled access
to stages, grandstands & elevated
platforms. The lift is ideal where structural
modifications are impracticle, unattractive,
too costly & prohibited due to historic
reasons.”

U

nlike most vertical platform lifts, the Mobilift CX is
manually powered so it is easy to use, highly
portable & requires no electricity.

The absence of batteries, hydraulic & electric
components makes the wheelchair lift extremely reliable
& virtually maintenance free.
Available in a number of different models
4Mobilift CX - multipurpose wheelchair lift for
buildings
4Mobilift TX - wheelchair lift for train access
4Mobilift VX - wheelchair lift for marine vehicle
access
The Mobilift CX can be customised to accommodate
unique low-rise applications. Therefore minimising the
chance that you will have to incur costly structural
modifications to your facility.
With its reasonable purchase price, the Mobilift is an
economical way to make your location wheelchair
accessible immediately.
With a lifting capacity of 272kg, the Mobilift CX is suitable
for most wheelchairs including electric wheelchairs &
small electric scooters.
The Mobilift can travel to a height of 1520mm, making it
ideal for schools, community centres, sporting clubs,
train platforms, conference rooms & stages.

INSTANT & PORTABLE DISABLED ACCESS _____________
The Mobilift CX gives any venue or organisation instant disability
access without have to worry about expensive building
modifications, ramping, retrofit costs or installation costs - especially
suitable where structual modifications are impractical,
unattractive, too costly or heritage listed.
The Mobilift CX is highly portable and can provide disability access
to more than one part of the same facility - internally or externally.
The Mobilift CX can be manouvered by one person, requiring no
more than 1.8kg of pressure to start the Mobilift CX moving on a
hard surface - as easy as moving a shopping trolley. The Mobilift CX
can be easily manoeuvred by one person into the back of most
utes or vans.

MANUAL OPERATION_____________________________
The Mobilift CX is manually powered and its unique
counterbalanced weight system combined with a highly-effecient
cranking system means lifting a 136kg (wheel chair and 1 person) to
a height of up to 1.5 metres only requires 5kg of force and can be
done within 20 seconds!
This, along with the absence of batteries, hydraulic and electric
components, makes the Mobilift CX easy to use, highly portable,
extremely reliable and virtually maintenance free. The Mobilift CX
has easy to understand pictogram instructions on the unit so that no
special training is necessary.

OPERATION_____________________________________
No special training or expertise is required to operate the Mobilift
CX. Pictogram decals clearly depict the lift's operating instructions.
The Mobilift CX loads from a ground ramp which folds down to the
platform. The lift automatically self
levels so it can be used on uneven
ground. The lift's platform is large
enough to accommodate electric
wheelchairs or scooters.

Safety

4272kg lift capacity - factory tested to 1360kg!
4Auto fail-safe crank with activated drum brakes
4Automatically self levelling on uneven ground
4Automatic parking brakes
4Automatic wheel retraction and brake-on during lift operation
4Floating bridge ramp for easy alignment
4Extension ramp increase turning radius for large wheelchairs
4Platform counter balance reduces cranking force
4Lightweight construction (135kg)
4Only 1.8kg of pressure to start a Mobilift CX moving on a hard
level surface - as easy as moving a shopping trolley
4Proven safe - more than 1000 units in service, in America,
over the past 13 years

Peace of Mind

4Self sufficient - no power is required
4Silent manual operation
4Locking cable included preventing unauthorized use
4Moveable to reduce exposure to vandalism
4Internal or external use
4Designed and made in Canada to withstand Alaskan winters,
Arizona heat waves and Washington rain
4Fully ADA compliant under 38.83, 38.95 and 38.125
4No special training required to operate the Mobilift CX
4Easy to operate controls
4Large wheels negotiate rough terrain
4Can be loaded onto most utes or vans for multi-destination
use

The lift conforms to stringent safety requirements with each lift
factory load tested to 1360kg - five times the rated load - as part of
the manufacturers quality assurance program. In Australia, the
Mobilift CX has been independently accessed in Australia for safe
operation by an independent lift certifier.

MAINTENANCE__________________________________
For areas with limited space the
passenger can be placed on the lift
before being moved into position.
Even with a load, manoeuvring is
almost effortless. The lift

Cost Effective

4Instant mobile disability access
4An alternative to expensive 14:1 ramp construction
4No costly structural modifications needed
4No permanent installation or retro-fitting needed
4Low acquisition cost
4Extremely low maintenance cost
4No limit switches, motors, batteries or hydraulic controls to fail
4Can accommodate most electric wheelchairs and scooters
4Single operator setup, use, move and store
4Can be a rental revenue earning

54°C to ensure low-cost trouble-free use in every environment from Alaska winters to Arizona heat waves and Washington rain.

automatically retracts it's
wheels and lowers itself to
self-park on lift operation.
It takes approximately 20
seconds to crank the lift to it's
maximum elevation of
1520mm. 2.2kg of crank
force is required to lift 70kg (weight of an average person). 5.0kg of
crank force is required to lift 130kg (average weight of 1 person in a
wheelchair). The lift capacity is 272kg and has been factory tested
to 1360kg!

It is recommended that the Mobilift CX be inspected and serviced
every 12 months. This is to ensure all components are working
together in a safe manner. You can choose to have one of our fully
trained technicians or a compentent person to inspect your Mobilift
CX.

WARRANTY______________________________________
The lift equipment provided is covered for 12 months, excluding
malicious damage and/or misuse.

ABOUT US_______________________________________
Aussie Lifts is a family owned company dedicated to helping
Australians live more independently. We custom design and
manufacture residential and commercial lifts in our Brisbane
factory. We are the sole Australian importer of the Canadian Mobilift
CX and the Mobilift TX (Mobilift for wheelchair access to train
platforms).

The Mobilift CX unloads using a bridge ramp that folds down to
meet the exit surface. The Mobilift CX moves and stores easily and
quickly. Only 1.8kg of force
on level ground needed to
start a Mobilift CX moving - as
easy as moving a shopping
trolley.
The Mobilift CX weighs
approximately 135kg and
can be transported in most utes or vans. The MobiliftCX rolls well
over uneven surfaces and it's wheel design allows for movement of
lift with a person onboard.

QUALITY CONSTRUCTION______________________
The Mobilift CX is made in Canada and was originally developed to
give passengers wheelchair access at train station platforms. The
Mobilift CX is fully ADA Compliant (American with Disabilities Act)
under sections 38.83, 38.95 and 38.125. and is still purchased by
Amtrack today with over 700 units in use at major railroads
(national, state, local and tourist) as well as many of the tourist and
historical railroads and museums across North America.
The Mobilift CX is manufactured to exact tolerances using
aluminium and stainless steel. Critical components have been
tested successful for extreme weather performance from -10°C to

The Mobilift - Portable Wheelchair Lift

